This is a presentation given about the history of DIE
LINKE Berlin Internationals at out planning meeting in
Hermsdorf at the end of August 2016. We now offer it to
anyone who is interested about what the group does
and how it emerged.
If you have any comments on this presentation or the
group, we would love to hear from you. You can contact
us by sending a mail to lag.internationals@die-linkeberlin.de.
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Around the year 2012 we saw the beginning of an interesting
phenomenon. For the previous decade, the percentage of
Berliners without a German passport had remained steady at
around 13½ percent. In the next couple of years, this figure rose
to 16½ percent. It is quite possible that the current figure is even
higher.
We don‘t know of any studies which fully explain this
phenomenon, but here 2 suggestions based on our experience:
-As it became clear that the economic crisis of 2008 was longer
and deeper than previous crises, a significant number of people
from Southern Europe consciously decided to move to relatively
prosperous Germany and particularly to Berlin.
- On top of this, people who had moved to Berlin for a year or
two (either to study or for temporary work) decided to stay
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Whether or not the previous suggestions are correct, we have
quite a lot of subjective evidence.
DIE LINKE Berlin Internationals was essentially formed by 2
members of DIE LINKE branch in Wedding-Gesundbrunnen (one
English, one Spanish) who noticed the increasing number of nonGermans in their branch (including another Spanish woman, a
Belgian woman and a Greek).
In addition, they were involved in various international activtities in
Berlin against visiting foreign dignities, particularly the 15M
protests against Spanish ministers.
While we welcomed these protests, we said that (a) people who
live in Berlin should also protest against the German government,
and (b) most of the problems of Southern Europe were a direct
result of the politics of the Merkel government.
In addition, we wanted to inject some of the dynamism of the
parties and movements elsewhere in Europe into the relatively
lacklustre German politics.
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The LINKE „Europeans in Berlin“ group was formed after
discussions following the German general election in 2013. We
noted that in 2014 there would be EU elections. Unlike the general
election, all EU passport holders would be able to vote irrespective
of nationality.
We campaigned for EU citizens in Berlin to vote for die LINKE.
However, we said that if people felt that they have to vote in their
own country they should vote either for a party that belongs to
the European Left or one to the left of Social Democracy.
In this leaflet, for our second group meeting, we set forward our
aims for the group:
• Mobilize our communities to the election and to further actions
(for example the Blockupy protests at the European Central Bank
in Frankfurt)
• Translate the most important election leaflets into different
languages, and give them out in our associations.
• Set up a Speaker Pool which makes speakers available for
meetings during the election campaign.
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The original plan for the group was tp be a temporary
organisation that would dissolve itself after the EU
elections. Discussons were less about politics than about
campaigning for votes.
We produced 2 election leaflets, one of which was
translated into 14 European languages. We organised
flyer actions at language schools, and attended various
demonstrations. We organised a stall at the annual 1
May festival in Berlin-Kreuzberg,
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The end of the elections caused us to rethink our strategy.
We decided to carry on the group, making the following changes
to the way we worked:
•DIE LINKE Europeans in Berlin became DIE LINKE Internationals.
This was largely a recognition of what had already happened, as
many non-Europeans had joined the group.
•More emphasis on political content. We began each meeting
with a political discussion (introduced by an outside speaker).
•We spent much more time on our presence on the Internet and
facebook
•We organised a seminar at the European Left Party summer
academy, which was just outside Berlin that year. Together with
Spanish activists in Berlin and activists from Ireland, we organised
a seminar on organising migrant labour.
•We continued our activity in existing campaigns for aboition
rights and against TTIP and gentification.
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Between the European elections and the end of the year, we
had a 6 month period where we wanted to carry on working,
but didn‘t know exactly what our focus was.
This changed with the Greek elections in 2015. We
(eventually) convinced DIE LINKE that we could organise a
large election party on 25 January in Karl Liebknecht Haus
with Greek music and speakers.
In the end the German news reports that evening moved from
their reports from Greece directly to LINKE leader Bernd
Riexinger at our election party, followed by some very glum
looking German conservatives (see video at
https://theleftberlin.wordpress.com/picture-and-videogalleries/videos/greek-election-nicht-party-in-karl-liebkneckthaus/).
For the next half year, our group became the focus of LINKE
activity in solidarity with the movement for justice in Greece.
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The solidarity actions for Greece took several forms:
•In January, we sent photo and video solidarity messages
(which you can still see on our Website
www.theleftberlin.wordpress.com)
•We attended the 4 major demonstrations for Greece in
Berlin
•In March, we also went to Frankfurt, where the
Blockupy demo attracted an uexpected 25.000 on the
afternoon of a working day.
•At the Myfest on 1 May we organised a very successful
artistic action, asking people to write their messages to
Angela Merkel.
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We spent a lot of time on the streets, but we also made
our contribution to the ideological debate:
•In February, shortly after the SYRIZA election victory, we
organised a meeting with LINKE MP Andrej Hunko and a
SYRIZA representative, but also with a member of the
Greek organisation ANTARSYA, who was more critical of
SYRIZA‘s positions.
•In June we organised a meeting on the new left in
Europe with LINKE party leader Bernd Riexinger, Giorgios
Chondros from SYRIZA‘S Central Committee plus Spanish
activists from Podemos and Izquierda Unida
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In July we organised a second party, for the Greek
referendum which rejected the deal imposed by the EU (see
video at https://theleftberlin.wordpress.com/picture-andvideo-galleries/videos/greek-referendum-party-in-karlliebknecht-haus-5-july-2015/.
Again, we took over Karl Liebknecht Haus, helped by an
international delegation who were attending a seminar at
the rosa luxemburg stiftung.
We didn‘t know it at the time, but this would prove to be
our last major action in solidarity with the Greek
government. After Alexis Tsipras ignored the referendum
results and accepted the EU deal, it was much more difficult
for us to organise solidarity action.
Nevertheless we are proud of what we did, and continue in
our solidarity with the cititzens of Greece and elsewhere
who have been forced to pay for the economic crisis.
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While we never limited our activities to Greek solidarity, Tsipras‘s
capitulation gave us the opportunity to continue other activities:
•We have always supported the mobilisations against the annual
demo of „pro-life“ bigots, and will continue sending people to
these demos.
•We have joined and built the significant German demonstrations
against TTIP and CETA
•We support the Carnival Against Racism on the International
Day Against Racism in March and continue to work with the
refugees who organise the carnival.
•After the bombing in Ankara we demonstrated alongside Turkish
and Kurdish friends and comrades
•We continue to support the demonstrations in and around
International Women‘s Day on 8 March
•After the French general strike against the State of Emergency,
we joined a photo action in solidarity.
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Since the second half of 2014, we have arranged a wider
variety of political discussions around our regular
meetings. Alongside international speakers (such as
Omar Acha from Argentina and Tawfiq Haddad from
Palestine) we have had Claudia Haydt from the European
Left executive, Fabio diMasi MEP and Tobias Pflüger,
deputy leader of die LINKE.
We try to mix topics which are interesting to people
internationally and in Berlin. We would love to hear
suggestions for possible new topics and speakers.
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On top of the monthly meertings, we have organised
regular Stammtische with international speakers who are
either attending conferences in Berlin or here on their
holidays.
The idea is, we organise a bar where we can meet, have
a drink together and talk about a current issue.
We are interested in organsing more Stammtische – if
you know of someone who will be a few days in Berlin,
let us know. We don‘t just want to speak about famous
people in important positions – any activist who wants
to meet like-minded activists in Berlin is good enough for
us.
So far, we have been able to organise Stammtische with
Turkish poet Roni Margulies, Pete Green, then speaker of
Left Unity in the UK and Northern Irish MP Eamonn
McCann.
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We also want to organise a culture programme.
addressing non-Germans who don‘t necessarily normally
go to „political“ meetings.
We have so far had 2 attempts on this. The first one was
in 2015 in Karl Liebknecht Haus when we offered
irregular film showings on a Sunday afternoon.
Films showed were „Still The Enemy Within“ about the
British miner‘s strike (German premiere), „Let the People
Speak“, Costa-Gavras‘s „Z“, Miners Short Down about the
South African Marikana massacre and „Mietrebellen“
about the fight against rent rises in Berlin.
The films were accompanied by a discussion led by
someone concerned with the film, often the director.
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The second film proigramme was with the Moviemento
cinema. We managed to organise 3 fiilms in 2016 so far:
• Girls Wings by an Israeli film maker living in Berlin
about women in Palestine.
• Miners Shot Down about the Marikana massacre.
• Comrade Where Are You Today – by a Finnish director
and activist who was in East Berlin in 1988 and wanted
to know whether socialism is still relevant.
At our meeting in Hermsdorf we set up a culture
committee which will organise further films and other
cultural events. If you are interested in getting involved,
please contact us.
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